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Abstract

This review provides a general comparison of the two most commonly used techniques for
measurement of complex permittivity at microwave frequencies: transmission/reflection and
resonance. The transmission/reflectance techniques are analyzed using distributed and lumped
impedance models. The resonance techniques are analyzed using both dielectric and cavity
resonance models. The analysis, combined with experimental results, enables us to illustrate
the advantages and disadvantages of the various techniques and provide guidance on which
techniques to use under particular circumstances. In general, transmission/reflection
techniques can be used over a broad band of frequencies, and are suitable for loss
measurements on high loss materials. Resonance techniques do not have swept frequency
capability, but have higher accuracy for measurement of the real part of permittivity and can
measure the loss tangent of low loss materials with high resolution.

Keywords: microwave measurements, resonance technique, transmission technique, reflection
technique, dielectric constant, dielectric loss, loss tangent, complex permittivity

1. Introduction

Various techniques are widely used for measurements of
microwave dielectric properties (relative complex permittivity,
ε = εr − jεe), i.e. real part (εr) and loss tangent (tan δ = εe/εr).
The correct choice of microwave measurement techniques is
important as various microwave measurement techniques are
available and various restrictions exist in the techniques. The
choice of adequate measurement techniques would depend
on the values of real and imaginary parts of permittivity and
the shape and dimension of the measured sample. An ideal
method includes the following merits.

(1) It has good measurement accuracy for both/either εr

and/or tan δ.

(2) The measurement procedures are simple and easy.
(3) The required sample dimension is small (or nondestructive

measurement).
(4) The measured frequency range is as wide as possible and

it has the swept frequency capability.

Some good overviews of the microwave measurement
techniques of dielectric properties have been given previously
[1–4]. A review of a specific area was also studied [5].
However, there are too many techniques to be covered
in a single article. In addition to the general review, a
further comparison of two widely used types of measurement
techniques at microwave frequencies is the goal of this paper.

The two types of microwave measurement techniques
are (i) transmission/reflection techniques and (ii) resonance
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techniques. Transmission/reflection techniques can be used
to obtain the real part of permittivity of a high or low
loss specimen, but lack the resolution to measure low loss
tangents. Resonant techniques are only suitable for low
loss material since the resonance curve broadens as the loss
increases. Usually, dielectric property measurements by the
resonance techniques have higher accuracy than measurements
by the transmission/reflection techniques especially for the
loss measurement. In addition, the transmission/reflection
techniques usually have the swept frequency ability for the
measured frequency range. The transmission and/or reflection
signals are always tested to calculate the dielectric properties of
the specimen. Unlike the transmission/reflection techniques,
the resonance techniques do not have the swept frequency
capability. Only one or certain frequency points can be
measured. These techniques typically require two port
measurements of S-parameters with instruments such as vector
network analyzers.

The transmission/reflection techniques can be further
divided into two categories. The first is the distributed
impedance method, in which the S11 and/or S21 parameters
are measured for the calculations of dielectric properties.
The other is the lumped impedance method, in which the
calculations of dielectric properties are based on circuit theory
and the electric field in the measured sample is assumed to be
uniform, i.e. under a low frequency condition.

Like the transmission/reflection techniques, the
resonance techniques can be further divided into two
categories. The first is that the resonance is basically
supported by the dielectric sample itself. The sample acts as
a dielectric resonator. Metal shields with different geometries
are always introduced to prevent radiation loss. This type is
called the dielectric resonance technique. The second type is
that the resonance is supported by the metal walls of a metal
cavity. The presence of a sample in the cavity causes only
a ‘perturbation’ in the field distributions in the metal cavity.
The second type is called the cavity resonance technique. For
the dielectric resonance technique, the lowest TE mode of a
cylindrical dielectric sample is always used for measurements
because it is easier to identify the resonant peak, and the
calculation equations for the dielectric properties are more
easily derived than those of other modes. The main advantage
of the dielectric resonance methods is the higher accuracy of
measurements, but there are several disadvantages. Usually,
only a single frequency point can be measured for each
sample. The dielectric resonance techniques do not have the
swept frequency capability. In addition, the calculations of
dielectric properties are always quite complicated; a computer
program is required to deal with the complicated Bessel
functions. A further disadvantage is the requirement of
sample dimension; a much larger sample volume is needed
than that for the cavity resonance techniques. However, the
dielectric resonance techniques are still widely used because
of higher accuracy of dielectric property measurements,
especially for loss measurements.

In this paper, a general review and comparison of the
above measurement techniques will be given. Experiments
will be conducted on some chosen measurement methods
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Figure 1. Distributed transmission technique.

to compare and understand the limitations of microwave
dielectric properties by various measurement methods.

2. Study of measurement techniques

2.1. Transmission/reflection techniques

There are various transmission/reflection techniques for
measuring the dielectric properties of dielectric samples
[6–20]. As mentioned, the main advantage of the
transmission/reflection techniques is the swept frequency
capability and transmission/reflection techniques can be
further divided into two categories—the distributed impedance
method and the lumped impedance method.

2.1.1. Distributed impedance techniques. A dielectric slab
or disk can be bounded by a sample holder for the distributed
transmission method, as shown in figure 1, where a rectangular
microwave waveguide is adopted as the holder. (Coaxial lines
can be used instead of a waveguide as the sample holder. They
bring the advantage of a wider frequency band, although errors
due to air gaps are generally larger.) The arrows in this figure
and the following figures indicate the directions of signal flow
and the measurement parameters—transmission signal (S21)
and reflection signal (S11). The S11 and S21 parameters can be
expressed as [6–9]

S11 = R2
1�

1 − z2

1 − �2z2
(1)

S22 = R2
2�

1 − z2

1 − �2z2
(2)

S21 = R1R2z
1 − �2

1 − �2z2
(3)

R1 = eγoL1 , R2 = eγoL2 , z = e−γ t (4)

� = γo/γ − 1

γo/γ + 1
(5)

γ =
√

k2
c − εk2

o, γo =
√

k2
c − k2

o, ko = ω
√

μεo,

(6)
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where t is the sample thickness, γ is the propagation
constant in the sample, � is the reflection coefficient on
the air/dielectric boundary and kc is the waveguide cutoff
wavenumber. The above equations can be used for the
calculations of εr and tan δ.

Equations (1) to (6) may be solved for complex
permittivity using the Nicolson–Ross–Weir method [10, 11]
from measurements of both S11 and S21. However, this
approach is numerically unstable at frequencies at which
the specimen is a multiple of one half-wavelength in length
[6, 7, 12]. A more satisfactory approach is to use an iterative
technique. This enables a value of permittivity [6–8] to be
determined from each S-parameter S11, S21, etc, for a non-
magnetic specimen. S21 and S12 measurements tend to yield
complex permittivity results with a smaller uncertainty than
S11 or S22. A further reason for preferring S21 and S12

measurements is that the specimen position in the transmission
line need not be known. Uncertainties vary with wavelength
and are generally lowest for specimens of thickness λ/4, 3λ/4,
etc, and greatest for thickness λ/2, λ, etc. The resolution for
loss tangent is approximately 10−2. For magnetic specimens,
S21 and S11 must both be measured and both complex
permittivity and permeability must be calculated. This can
also be done iteratively.

A different configuration for the measurement of complex
permittivity is shown in figure 2 [13, 14]. The characteristic
equation for an inhomogeneous filled rectangular waveguide
with very thin sample thickness is [11]

tan
[
d
(
k2

o − γ 2)] tan
[

1
2c

(
εk2

o − γ 2)] =
√

k2
o − γ 2

εk2
o − γ 2

. (7)

The calculation formulae of this longitudinal transmission
configuration for the real part (εr) and imaginary part (εe)
of complex permittivity (ε = εr − jεe) can then be derived
from the above equation [13]. However, this technique is
only adequate for dielectric property measurements of low εr

materials [13].
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Figure 3. Lumped impedance technique.

2.1.2. Lumped impedance technique. A small disk-shaped
and electroded sample is placed at the end of a shorted coaxial
line, as shown in figure 3. Complex reflection coefficients
are measured by the impedance analyzer or network analyzer.
By neglecting the effect of fringing field, εr and tan δ can
be obtained by the formula of complex reflection coefficients
[21–24]

� = |�| e−jθ = 1 − jωCoZ0ε

1 + jωCoZ0ε
, (8)

where Co = Aεo/t is the free space capacitance, A is the
sample area, t is the sample thickness, Z0 is the characteristic
impedance of the coaxial line, ε is the complex relative
permittivity, εo is the free space permittivity value and � is the
complex reflection coefficient with amplitude |�| and phase θ .

The lumped impedance method assumes that the electric
field is uniform throughout the sample. Calculations of
dielectric properties are based on the circuit theory. Therefore,
measurements of high εr material or at high frequencies are
not adequate. The measurement limitation on loss tangent is
about the same as for the distributed method.

2.2. Dielectric resonance techniques

There are various dielectric resonance techniques for
measuring the dielectric properties of dielectric samples
[25]. The differences among these techniques are based
on different geometrical arrangements of metal shields and
signals measured. The measured signal can be transmission
(S21) or reflection (S11). The transmission measurements are
normally made with weak coupling to minimize uncertainties
of Q-factor in the following, whereas reflection measurements
are always made with strong coupling [26, 27].

One popular dielectric resonance method is the Hakki–
Coleman resonance method, where a cylindrical dielectric rod
is placed between two parallel metal plates as shown in figure 4.
Two coupling antennas are used to couple the power in and out.
The measured parameter is S21. The TE011 mode is adopted
for measurements. The real part of permittivity is calculated
by the relationship between the resonant frequency and sample
dimensions [28–31].
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Figure 5. Cylindrical cavity resonance technique.

The computation of loss tangent is given by [25–39]

tan δ = A

(
1

Qu
− 1

Qc
− 1

Qr

)
, (9)

where Qu is the measured unloaded quality factor, Qc is the
quality factor due to conductor loss and Qr is the quality
factor due to radiation loss. The factor A is the ratio of total
energy stored in the dielectric and air to the energy stored
in the dielectric. Usually, the A factor is very close to 1
for εr larger than 20. The radiation loss can be neglected in
measurement. The accurate calculation of Qc is a critical point
for the correct measurement of loss tangent by this method.
Loss tangent values less than 5 × 10−4 should not be measured
by the Hakki–Coleman resonance method unless the surface
resistance value can be precisely determined for calculation
of Qc [28, 29]. Loss tangents can then be measured down to
about 1 × 10−4.

The real part of permittivity is calculated by the
dielectric/air boundary condition [28–31]:

J0(kcia)

J1(kcia)
= −kcoa

kcia

K0(kcoa)

K1(kcoa)
, (10)

where a is the radius of sample, kci and kco are the
wavenumbers of r direction for r < a and r > a, respectively,
and they are εr and sample geometry dependent. J and K are
Bessel function and modified Bessel function, respectively.

The other measurement configuration is the cylindrical
cavity structure as shown in figure 5 [32, 33, 40–43]. The
sample under test is put inside a cylindrical metal cavity. The
TE01δ mode is used for measurement. The loss tangent is

calculated by

tan δ = A

(
1

Qu
− 1

Qc

)
(11)

with the A factor very close to 1. By comparison with
equation (9), the sample is located inside a closed cavity;
therefore there is no radiation loss. Since the sample is
not in contact with the metal shields, the conductor loss is
much lower than that of the Hakki–Coleman technique. The
accuracy for loss measurement is higher. In addition, the
sample dimension requirement is smaller than that for
the Hakki–Coleman technique. Figure 6 gives the relationship
between the resonant frequency and the sample dimensions of
the Hakki–Coleman and the cylindrical cavity structures. For
the cylindrical cavity structure in the figure, the air gaps above
and below the sample are both equal to 5 mm. For a sample
with εr = 20, measured at 10 GHz, D × L is about 6 mm ×
3 mm—much smaller than the 10 mm × 5 mm requirement
for the Hakki–Coleman method. One disadvantage of this
method is that the specimen is put inside a closed cavity; the
desired TE01δ mode may become mixed with the other modes
supported by the metal cavity.

The dielectric/air boundary condition for measurement of
the real part of permittivity in figure 5 is [44]

J0(kcia)

J1(kcia)
= −kcoa

kcia

1

K1(kcoa)

[
K0(kcoa) +

1

kcoa
K1(kcob)

]
,

(12)

where b is the radius of the metal cavity.
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Figure 6. A graph showing the relationship between the resonant
frequency and the sample dimensions of the Hakki–Coleman and
the cylindrical cavity structures. For the cylindrical cavity structure,
the air gaps above and below the sample are both equal to 5 mm.

In contrast to the above two techniques where the
transmission signal (S21) is taken, a reflection cavity dielectric
resonance technique can be used in which case the reflection
signal is measured, i.e. the S11 parameter. The configuration
is shown in figure 7. The sample is usually put inside a
rectangular cavity with one end shorted and adjustable for
the best resolution of the resonance signal. The TE01δ mode
is also used for this method. Like the cylindrical cavity
method, this technique has been used for low loss measurement
[45, 46]. Equation (11) is also used for the calculation of loss
tangent. The measured unloaded Q is calculated by using the
expression [26]

Qu =
(

Px − Pmin

Pmax − Px

)1/2 2

2 ± √
Pmin − √

Pmax

fo

	fx

. (13)

The ± sign accounts for the undercoupled case (+) and
overcoupled case (−) and Pmax ≈ 1. The characteristics of
this technique are very similar to those of the cylindrical cavity
resonance technique except that the measurement error of the
reflection method is higher than that of the cylindrical cavity
technique because of the uncertainty condition [25]. The
required sample dimension is about the same size as that of
the cylindrical cavity structure.

The dielectric/air boundary condition for the measure-
ment of the real part of permittivity in figure 7 is [47]

J0(kcia)

J1(kcia)
= −kcoa

kcia

1

K1(kcoa)

[
K0(kcoa) +

1

2kcoa
K1(kcob)

]
,

(14)

where 2b is the width of the waveguide cross section. The
frequency limitations of figures 4, 5 and 7 will depend on
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Figure 7. Waveguide reflection resonance technique.
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Figure 8. Split-post dielectric resonator technique.

εr and can be determined by equations (10), (12) and (14),
respectively.

In addition to the above traditional TE01δ type dielectric
resonator methods, a very useful dielectric resonance method
is the split-post dielectric resonator technique shown in
figure 8. The split-post dielectric resonator provides a
convenient, accurate and nondestructive measurement of a
substrate and printed circuit board. The real part of complex
permittivity can be calculated by [40, 48–50]

εr = 1 +
fo − fs

hfoKs(εr, h)
, (15)

where h is the sample thickness, fo is the resonant frequency
without the sample and fs is the resonant frequency with the
sample. Ks is a function of εr and h related. It is pre-computed
and tabulated for a number of εr and h. Interpolation is then
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used to compute Ks for specific permittivity and thickness
values.

For the computation of the loss tangent, equation (9) is
modified to [40, 48–50]

tan δ = A

(
1

Qu
− 1

Qc
− 1

Qr
− 1

Qd

)
, (16)

where the extra term Qd is the quality factor due to the loss of
dielectric resonators and the energy factor A is the ratio of the
total energy stored in the resonant measurement fixture to the
energy stored in the sample.

2.3. Cavity resonance technique

A small dielectric sample in the resonant cavity will cause a
shift of the resonant frequency and a decrease of the quality
factor of the cavity. The complex permittivity of the specimen
can then be calculated from the changes of the resonant
frequency and quality factor of the metal cavity. The cavity
can be either rectangular or cylindrical as shown in figures 9
and 10. The sample is always located where the electric field
is maximum for testing.

2.3.1. Rectangular cavity. The TE01N (N integer) modes are
widely used for dielectric property measurements. A small
piece of rod, sheet or bar-shaped sample is located in the
position of the maximum electric field. For odd modes (N:
odd), the geometrical center is always one of the maximum
electric field positions. εr and tan δ of the specimen can then
be calculated from the changes of the resonant frequency and

quality factor of the metal cavity, respectively [51, 52]

εr = Vc(fc − fs)

2Vsfs
+ 1 (17)

εe = Vc

4Vs

(
1

Qs
− 1

Q′
c

)
(18)

Q′
c = Qc

[
1 + (εr − 1)

Vs

Vc

]
, (19)

where fc and fs are the resonant frequencies, Qc and Qs are
the quality factors of the cavity without and with the sample
inside the cavity, respectively, and Vc and Vs are the volumes
of the cavity and sample, respectively.

2.3.2. Cylindrical cavities. For cylindrical cavities, the
TM010 mode is usually used. The sample is located along its
symmetric axis in the position of the maximum electric field
strength for ease of measurement and calculation as shown in
figure 10. εr and tan δ of the specimen can then be calculated
by [15, 51, 53, 54]

εr = 0.539
Vc(fc − fs)

Vsfs
+ 1 (20)

εe = 0.269
Vc

Vs

(
1

Qs
− 1

Q′
c

)
. (21)

One disadvantage of the cylindrical cavity method is that only
a single frequency point can be measured for one cavity,
while the rectangular cavity has several TE10N modes for
measurements.

The main advantage of using perturbation techniques is
that the requirement for the specimen size is very small;
therefore the sample is easily prepared. The measurement
error for εr is less than 2%. The measurement error for
loss tangent is higher than that of the dielectric resonance
techniques [25]. Loss tangent less than 1 × 10−3 is not
recommended to be measured by this technique. Theoretically,
the frequency limitation of the above two perturbation methods
depends on the resonant frequencies of the cavities. For low
frequencies, a long, uniform and small cross section sample is
difficult to prepare. The limitation on the measurement of the
real part of permittivity is that εr < 100.

2.3.3. Re-entrant cavity. A different configuration of the
perturbation technique is shown in figure 11 with a � b

[55–64]. The sample is located at the end of a cylindrical
cavity. The two parallel surfaces of the sample are usually
electroded to ensure good contact between the sample and the
cavity. The method is called the re-entrant cavity technique.
Like the lumped impedance technique, the electric field in
the sample is assumed to be uniform. For high εr or high
frequency conditions, this assumption will no longer be valid.
The calculations of dielectric properties are also based on
circuit theory. The resonance occurs when the impedance
of the sample is the same as the impedance of the cavity with
opposite sign

jZ0 tan βL = − 1

jωCg
, (22)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the cavity, β is the
phase constant, L is the cavity length and Cg is the capacitance
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Table 1. Summary of microwave dielectric property measurement techniques.

Frequency Swept
range Permittivity Loss Sample frequency

Methods (GHz) range resolution geometry capability

Resonance techniques
Dielectric resonance techniques

Hakki–Coleman resonance 1–30a Broad range >1 × 10−4 Cylinders no electrode No
Cylindrical cavity resonance 1–20a Broad range >1 × 10−5 Cylinders no electrode No
Reflection resonance 1–20a Broad range >5 × 10−5 Cylinders no electrode No
Split-post resonance >1 Broad range >2 × 10−5 Laminas no electrode No

Cavity resonance techniques
TE cavity perturbation >4 <100 >1 × 10−3 Thin rod, bar or slice Yes/no
TM cavity perturbation >4 <100 >1 × 10−3 Thin rod or bar No
Re-entrant cavity 0.3–3 Low >1 × 10−3 Electroded disk No

Transmission/reflection techniques
S11 and S21 reflection and transmission Broad range Broad range >10−2–10−3 Cross section of holder Yes
Longitudinal transmission Broad range Low >10−2–10−3 Rectangular thin slice Yes
Lumped impedance <3 Low >10−2–10−3 Electroded disk Yes

a Depends on εr.

metal 
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coupling

antenna
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adjustable 

Figure 11. Re-entrant cavity perturbation technique.

of the gap region as a parallel plate capacitor:

Z0 = ln(c/b)

2π

√
μo

εo
. (23)

In the gap region where the sample is placed, the capacitance
values without and with the sample are given by [55]

Cgo = εoπa2 + 4εob ln(c − b)

do
(24)

Cgs = πεo[a2(εr − 1) + b2] + 4εob ln(c − b)

d
, (25)

respectively. do is the gap width without the sample. The
values of Cgo and Cgs can be determined experimentally

from the resonant frequencies by equation (22). The real
part of permittivity εr can then be calculated directly from
equation (25).

If the center conductor (sample holder) of the cavity
without the sample is adjusted (adjust d value) to the same
frequency as that of the cavity with the sample, Cgo is equal
to Cgs. By equating the equations (24) and (25), we have the
other equation to calculate the εr value.

The loss tangent is calculated using

tan δ = 1

Q
= 1

Qs
− 1

Qc
, (26)

where Qs and Qc are the quality factors of the cavity with
and without the samples at the same frequency, respectively.
The frequency range of re-entrant cavities is typically from
300 MHz to 3 GHz depending on the size of the cavity
designed.

2.4. Summary of microwave measurement techniques

A general review of some microwave measurement techniques
has been given. Table 1 gives the summary of the different
techniques discussed in this review. Different techniques were
designed for the measurements of materials with different εr,
loss tangents and sample geometries. Limitations for various
techniques should be considered to choose the most suitable
techniques for different purposes.

3. Experiments

To compare the accuracy and adequacy of various
measurement techniques, the complex permittivities of three
samples, polyethylene (Alfa Co.), alumina (Bolt Co.) and
Ba(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3 (Siemens Co.), were measured by five
widely used transmission/reflection and resonance techniques
discussed in this review. The measured results of the three
materials are also compared with the data reported by other
workers.
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Table 2. Dielectric properties measured by various measurement techniques. The standard deviations of the measurements are also listed.

Reference values

Frequency Frequency
Materials Techniques (GHz) εr tan δ (GHz) εr tan δ Refs.

Polyethylene S11 and S21 8.2–12.4 2.25 ± 0.09 ∗∗ 26.5–40 2.34 – [68]
Cavity perturbation 8.2–12.4 2.29 ± 0.07 ∗∗ – – – –
Hakki–Coleman 10.1 2.32 ± 0.05 (2.4 ± 0.5) × 10−4 – – – –
Cylindrical cavity – – – 11.3 2.36 ± 0.06 ∼(1.5 ± 0.3) × 10−4 [69]
Others – – – 10 2.25 4.0 × 10−4 [70]

Alumina S11 and S21 8.2–12.4 – – 0.05–18 ∼10 – [12]
Cavity perturbation 8.2–12.4 9.9 ± 0.4 ∗∗ – – – –
Hakki–Coleman 13.2 10.1 ± 0.3 (1.0 ± 0.4) × 10−4 – – – –
Cylindrical cavity 8.4 9.8 ± 0.3 (6 ± 1) × 10−5 12–18 – 3.0 × 10−4 [71]

10 10.15 8.4 × 10−6 [72]
Others – – – 10 9.97 3.91 × 10−5 [12]

10 9.5–10 3.0 × 10−4 [70]
Ba(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3 Cavity perturbation 8.2–12.4 25.0 ± 0.8 ∗∗ – – – –

Hakki–Coleman 17.7 24.4 ± 0.6 (2.7 ± 0.5) × 10−4 7 25 9.80 × 10−5 [73]
10.5 25 – [74]
9 25.5 (1.8–2.1) × 10−4 [75]
10 24.4 – [76]

Cylindrical cavity 10.5 24.2 ± 0.6 (1.5 ± 0.1) × 10−4 10 – 1.0 × 10−4 [76]
Reflection 10.1 23.9 ± 0.6 (1.5 ± 0.3) × 10−4 10.5 – 5.95 × 10−5 [74]

∗∗ Below measurement resolution.
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For the transmission/reflection methods, the S11 and S21

transmission and reflection technique was chosen because
it has the least limitations on the measurements of εr and
tan δ. Other transmission/reflection techniques were not
chosen because the longitudinal transmission is only for
low εr measurement and the lumped impedance technique is
only applied to low frequency measurement. To compare
the characteristics of transmission/reflection methods with
resonant methods, four resonance techniques were adopted.
The perturbation techniques are the most suitable for the
measurements of small samples. The measurement results
of the real part of permittivity by the perturbation technique
and transmission techniques were compared. By comparing
TM cavity and TE cavity techniques, the TE cavity technique
was chosen because it can measure more frequency points
than the TM cavity technique. Since the dielectric resonance
techniques can measure loss tangent more accurately than
other techniques, cylindrical cavity resonance and waveguide
reflection resonance techniques were chosen for the purpose
of loss tangent measurements. The measurement results of
dielectric resonance techniques on the real part of permittivity
and loss tangent by using the S21 signal (cylindrical cavity
resonance) and the S11 signal (waveguide reflection resonance)
can then be compared. However, for low εr samples, the
sample dimensions are too large to fit inside the cavities for
these two methods and the Hakki–Coleman technique was
adopted instead [65].

The sample holder for the S11 and S21 technique was made
by the standard X-band waveguide with a small section of
thickness larger than or equal to the thickness of the specimen
for measurements on a frequency band of 8.2 to 12.4 GHz. The
sample was cut with the same dimensions as the waveguide
inside the cross section (0.9 in × 0.4 in); then the sample was
slid into the sample holder. For the TE cavity perturbation
method, one copper cavity was also fabricated by the standard
X-band waveguide with length 13.5 cm for measurements on
band frequencies 8.2 to 12.4 GHz. A cylindrical copper
cavity with inside diameter 3 cm and height 1.7 cm and
a rectangular copper waveguide section with cross section
4.75 cm × 2.21 cm were used for the cylindrical cavity and
waveguide reflection resonance techniques, respectively. For
the Hakki–Coleman method, two brass plates with diameter
10 cm and conductivity 1.41 × 107 S m−1 [28, 29] were
adopted.

The measurement results are listed in table 2. As
discussed before, the choice of the most appropriate
measurement technique would depend on the characteristics of
the measured sample. Some of the samples were not measured
by the S11 and S21 technique because the available sample
dimensions are too small to occupy the cross section of the
X-band sample holder. As mentioned previously, some of the
low εr samples were not measured by the cylindrical cavity
resonance and the waveguide reflection techniques.

For the measurements in this review, good consistency
was found in the measurements of the real part of permittivity
among various techniques. Reasonable agreement was also
obtained between the results in this review and the published
data on the εr measurements. This confirms the measurement

accuracy on the real part of permittivity by the S11 and S21

technique, perturbation technique and resonance techniques.
For the measurement of loss tangents, the comparison

of the results of this review with the published data is more
difficult because the loss tangent strongly depends on the
fabrication conditions. However, measurement results on loss
tangent are essentially in the same range as the reported data.
On the other hand, in the present work, acceptable agreement
in the measurements of the loss tangent was reached between
the cylindrical cavity resonance and the waveguide reflection
techniques. The higher loss tangent values by the Hakki–
Coleman technique than the cylindrical cavity and waveguide
methods are reasonable because of the higher resonance
frequencies. Usually, the loss tangent of ceramics will increase
with increasing frequency at microwave frequencies [25, 66].
In summary, the measurement accuracy of these methods
in measuring loss tangent values was verified. For the
transmission/reflection technique, because of the limitation
on loss tangent measurement, loss measurement was not
conducted by this method.

The uncertainties (standard deviations) included in the
table are from the measurement errors of frequency, half-
power bandwidth, metal conductivity and dimensions as
well as the repeatability uncertainty. The errors of the
real part of permittivity are mainly from the uncertainties
of sample dimension measurement and repeatability. The
errors of the Hakki–Coleman resonance method are from
the measurement error of the surface resistance and half-
power bandwidth. As mentioned, the conductor losses of
the cylindrical cavity and the waveguide reflection methods
are much lower than those of the Hakki–Coleman technique.
The accuracy for loss measurement of these two techniques
is higher. This phenomenon can be verified by the loss
tangent measurements of alumina and Ba(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3.
The uncertainty of half-power bandwidth measurement also
contributes a measurement error to the cylindrical cavity and
reflection techniques. The higher error for the reflection
method than the cylindrical cavity is due to, in addition to the
bandwidth error, the uncertainty of power level measurement
in figure 7 [25, 67].

4. Conclusions

A general review and comparison between the resonance
techniques and the transmission/reflection techniques of
microwave dielectric property measurements was given. For
the transmission/reflection techniques, the main advantage is
the capability of swept frequency; however, their capability
for loss measurement is limited. For the resonance
techniques, four dielectric resonance techniques and three
cavity perturbation techniques have been discussed and
compared. The dielectric resonance methods are the better
choice for loss tangent measurement. The cavity perturbation
technique is good for measurement of the real part of
permittivity and the required specimen is very small but is
not adequate for extremely low loss tangent measurement.
The Hakki–Coleman resonance technique can measure both
the real part of permittivity and loss tangent. The cylindrical

9
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cavity resonance, split post-resonance and the waveguide
reflection techniques have the best accuracy on loss tangent
measurement. The choice of the measurement technique
will depend on the available sample dimension, dielectric
properties and the accuracy requirement.

Five measurement techniques are chosen from two types
of measurement methods. Experiments are conducted on
these techniques and the results show that good measurement
agreement can be reached among the transmission techniques
and the resonance techniques.
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